Abstract
Introduction
The third major leading cause of death worldwide is stroke [1] . Stroke has been attributed to a variety of impairments depending on the area of involvement in the brain, giving rise to the onset of temporary or permanent activity limitations in most stroke survivors [2] . Due to the evolving lifestyle and stress factors, it is believed that females more typically suffer a stroke before 30 years of age, while males suffer stroke usually after 30 years of age DOI: 10.1159/000500747 [2] . These findings show a clear shift in the paradigm of stroke. If the current scenario remains unconstrained, it is believed that there will be as many as 70 million stroke survivors around the world by 2030 [3] .
There is a need for rehabilitative interventions that can address the problems of stroke, thereby decreasing the number of impairments among stroke survivors. Robotics is one emerging technology that is able to be effectively deployed for use by the affected population so as to improve their physical activity and social participation [3] . There is a growing thought that the application of robotics leads to early walking recovery among the stroke population [3] [4] [5] .
Sensory-motor impairment among stroke survivors is quite common, impacting almost 60% of the population [6] . In particular, sensory-motor impairments majorly affecting the lower limbs may lead to a reduction in stance time and/or abnormal gait parameters [6] . It is estimated that lower limb problems that occur poststroke affect as many as 65% of stroke survivors [7] . The usual concept for early intervention is conservative physical therapy and this in combination with robotic assistance is the most accepted therapy in the current clinical scenario. The use of robotics in this manner can assist the therapist in improving the activity of paretic or paralyzed lower limbs [8] .
There are various forms of robotic devices available commercially at this time. These options have been categorized according to the motion they apply. For example, "exoskeletons" move joints, such as the hips, knees, and ankles, in coordination with phases of gait, whereas "end-effector robots" move only the feet, which are often placed on a support (footplate) [3] . Roboticassisted gait training (RAGT) is either applied in combination with conservative physiotherapy or individually. Studies have also stated that treatment involving RAGT in combination with the conventional form of physical therapy is more advantageous in terms of increased training volume and more reproducible symmetrical gait patterns that can be performed with minimal load on the therapist [1] . Still, there is growing consensus that the conventional form of physical therapy should not be replaced entirely by RAGT [3] , as the applied devices are merely such in hands of a physical therapist and therapists themselves ultimately provide unique benefits to the treatment protocols in the stroke population [3] .
During the rehabilitation of poststroke survivors, regaining the walking capacity is cardinal; walking speed is one objective, sensitive, and consistent gait parameter. A good walking speed constitutes a crucial factor for social participation [9] [10] [11] .
Hence, there still appears to be a dearth in the literature regarding the role of interventions with RAGT in combination with conventional physical therapy (CPT) among stroke survivors for functional gait recovery. The present objective of the study is to generate evidence for the effectiveness of RAGT on functional recovery and gait speed by conducting a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs).
Methodology

Search Methods
Two independent reviewers screened related studies after following a search strategy based on the established inclusion criteria. The reviewers extracted the full texts of all relevant RCTs and their respective levels of methodological quality were assessed using the PEDro scale. The studies, which all scored 4 or more points on the PEDro scale, were included for the review process.
Search Strategy
For this study, we considered research from the following databases: PubMed, the Web of Science, the Wiley Online Library, ScienceDirect, Science Robotics, Scopus, UpToDate, MEDLINE, Google Scholar, CINHAL, EMBASE, and EBSCO. Studies published between 2000 and 2018 were included in this review. Keywords used to extract studies were "RAGT," "stroke," "subacute," "chronic stroke," "cerebrovascular accidents," "hemiparesis," "hemiplegia," "functional recovery," and "gait parameters." Reviewers also identified additional studies from the reference lists of the selected research papers. Only studies published in the English language were eligible for inclusion.
Types of Studies
In this review, we included only RCTs that considered the effects of RAGT in subacute and chronic stroke survivors.
Selection Criteria
RCTs conducted on subacute/chronic stroke survivors who were older than 18 years of age and which examined the use of RAGT alone or RAGT in combination with CPT or versus CPT in a control group were included. Moreover, the studies, which used static exoskeleton device training and gait parameters as one of the outcome measures, were also involved in the review process.
Studies conducted on acute stroke survivors; nonrandomized trials; those with the experimental group using end-effector robotics or dynamic exoskeleton devices; and robotic studies on upper limb function were excluded from the review process.
Types of Outcome Measures
The primary outcome measure for the present review was gait velocity/walking speed. Secondary outcomes measures were related to muscle tone, lower limb muscle power, gait, functional balance, activity specific balance confidence, and quality of life. 
Duration of the Intervention
In this review, the duration of the intervention for the included studies was considered in accordance with the American Heart Association guidelines for physical activity poststroke [12] .
Methodological Quality
Two independent reviewers evaluated the studies, with an opinion from a third reviewer considered in the event of any disagreement. These reviewers were not blinded to the authors, institutions, or journals during the review process. The quality of the RCTs was designated based on the PEDro scoring system as excellent (9-10 points), good (6-8 points), fair (4-5 points), or poor (<4 points). Studies having a PEDro score of ≥6 points were designated as being of Level 1 evidence and were considered as high-quality evidence. Moreover, these studies were subdivided into the 1a (strong) and 1b (moderate) levels of evidence as established by Snider et al. [13] .
Assessment Criteria for Performing a Meta-Analysis
We used the correlation coefficient (r value) as a measure of effect size. The effect size was calculated based on the before and after mean and SD values of the experimental and control groups. The differences between the before and after mean and SD values for the aforementioned groups, respectively, were averaged and stabilized mean differences were established. Based on the stabilized mean differences and the number of participants involved in a certain study, the SE was calculated. Using this SE, a stabilized mean difference value, 95% CI, and r value were calculated. Pooled effect sizes were classified as trivial (0-0.2), small (0.2-0.5), moderate (0.5-0.8), or large (>0.8).
Results
In total, 1,371 studies were identified using the abovementioned search strategy, out of which 133 studies were limited to RAGT in the stroke population. After a cautious screening of these 133 studies based on the selection criteria, only 32 RCTs were selected. Among the 32 studies, 10 studies did not consider gait speed as the outcome measure; 4 studies scored < 4 points on the PEDro scale; and, in 9 studies, the experimental group used end-effector and/or dynamic skeleton robots. Finally, only 9 randomized control trials [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] were included for systematic review and meta-analysis. Figure  1 summarizes in detail the flow of the studies that were ultimately included in the review process. The PEDro scores of all the included studies are listed in Table 1 . The included RCTs have PEDro scores that range between 6 and 8 points. Among the 9 RCTs, 4 studies were done on chronic stroke and 5 studies were performed on subacute stroke survivors. In the above-included studies, RAGT with or without CPT in the experimental group was compared with Therapist-Assisted Gait Training [14, 21] , manual Body Weight Supported Treadmill Training [15] , Conventional Gait Training [16, 20] , walking activities [18] , and over-ground gait training [19] , with or without CPT in the control group.
Among the 9 included studies, 4 studies included a CPT intervention along with RAGT. Conversely, the rest of the 5 studies with a RAGT group did not apply any CPT.
Lokomat ® (Hocoma AG, Volketswil, Switzerland) was the most commonly used machine in 7 studies. The Lokomat ® gait assistant robot [19] and gait trainer robot [20] machines were generally used for gait training in the RAGT group. The ranges of treatment times and frequencies were 30 min to 1 h/session, 3-4 times/per week, lasting 4-10 weeks, and yielding an overall 12-25 sessions. Gait speed was the primary outcome measure in all RCTs. The other outcome measures used were the 6-min walking test, 10-min walking test, the 36-Item Short Form Health Survey, the Tinetti Scale, the Functional Ambulatory Capacity Scale, the Functional Independence Measure, the FugelMeyer Lower Extremity Assessment, the Rivermead Mobility Index, muscle torque, the Barthel Index, the Stroke Impact Scale, the Berg Balance Scale, and the Frenchay Activities Index. The particulars of all the primary and secondary outcome measures are presented in Table 2 .
While considering gait speed, out of the 9 included RCTs, in 2 studies, the experimental group showed significant improvement in the outcome measures as compared with the control group [20, 22] . In the 6 studies with an experimental group versus control group setup, there were no significant differences in the outcomes [14] [15] [16] [19] [20] [21] . In one study [17] , the control group showed superior effects in comparison with the experimental group. The details of improvements are presented in Table 3 .
A meta-analysis of the gait speed was performed for all 9 RCTs. Furthermore, subgroup analyses were completed for the subacute and chronic stroke RCTs separately. The effect size values ranged from -0.91 to 0.64, and the total effect size of all 9 studies was trivial at -0.12. The subgroup analysis findings were not significantly different from the total effect size values: the subacute stroke total effect size was small at -0.48 and the chronic stroke total effect size was similarly trivial at 0.04. Out of all these meta-analyses, only chronic stroke subjects experienced a slightly positive effect in the robotic group versus in the control group. The details of the meta-analyses are provided in Figure 2 and Table 4 .
Discussion
The current review focused on the effects of RAGT in the stroke population. This is a unique review that considered the consequences of RAGT on gait parameters, function, and patient quality of life. Among the gait parameters, we considered gait speed in a meta-analysis.
Of the 9 studies included herein, only 2 studies showed superior effects of RAGT over those of the control group. The superior effects of RAGT can be attributed to the following reasons: more steps were practiced per session [20, 22] symmetrical gait can be facilitated [22] , and paretic leg step length symmetry is better [15] . Moreover, in the RAGT group, faster training speeds are possible along with an increased duration of training, which can aid with 
RCTs, randomized controlled trials.
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Step length
Activity specific balance confidence aerobic metabolism and improve cardiovascular training [16, 23, 24] , increase muscle mass and decrease fat mass, and reduce the complications of immobilization. Furthermore, it is cost-effective in the long run [16] and induces optimal joint kinematics during gait [22] . These improvements are possible with RAGT because of body weight adjustments, speed control, and increasing or decreasing guidance forces applied on the affected side [22, [25] [26] [27] [28] .
In the stroke population, common impairments such as poor balance, weakness, malalignment, joint instability, and abnormal tone can decrease movement efficiency and act as a hurdle for functional improvement [17, 22, 26] . RAGT may aid stroke survivors with overcoming such Taveggia G [18] Kelly CP [21] Grand total
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Morone G(LM) [20] Morone G(HM) [20] Ochi M [19] Westlake KP [15] Bang DH [22] Fig. 2. Meta-analysis of gait speed in RCTs of subacute and chronic stroke population. RCTs, randomized controlled trials. problems by allowing them to practice typical gait patterns, temporarily reduce their body weight to achieve normal alignment, assist with foot clearance, and promotes an automated intensive walking training program [27] . Even though RAGT is an excellent mode of facilitating gait training, some of the researchers did note certain disadvantages such as skin integrity problems due to the excessive abnormal forces applied by straps attached to the paretic limb and fatigue due to excessive intensity and duration [21] . Some earlier robot designs also restricted participants' trunk and pelvic movements, adversely affecting pelvic movement during gait training [17] . This might be one of the reasons for the nonimprovements of gait observed in some of the studies.
Of note, in one study, the researchers surmised that over-ground training facilitates gait capacity better than RAGT [14] . The researchers hypothesized that these improvements were due to the maximal volitional drive of muscle activity and increased metabolic activity, which may in turn lead to better adaptation.
Conversely, however, many authors have highlighted disadvantages of over-ground gait training such as excessive strain on the therapist [15, 20] , the potential of fall, deep vein thrombosis [16] , and hypotensive episodes [21] . Furthermore, as compared with RAGT, the training speed, duration, distances, gait symmetry, body alignment, and joint kinematics are poorer with over-ground gait training.
The improvements that occur in stroke survivors using RAGT can be impacted by the following reasons: type of the stroke; stage of the stroke; extent and severity of the lesion; type of machine used; selection of treatment parameters such as intensity, duration, frequency, and total number of sessions; psychological condition of the patient; and extent of previous training.
Recent prior systematic reviews on RAGT on stroke survivors [4, 5, 29, 30] have stated that RAGT is as effective as conventional training. However, RAGT is more advantageous than conventional training in terms of adjustable body weight support, early-stage gait training, and the potential for longer training sessions. In the current systematic review, we found similar findings in that RAGT is either better than or equivalent to conventional training. Per the meta-analysis, however, there was no statistically significant difference in the gait speed achieved with RAGT versus conventional gait training.
Future research should focus on the following strategies to improve the effectiveness of RAGT: reducing the body weight support as per the capability of subjects, increasing the walking duration and velocity, and reducing the guidance force on the affected leg [22, 25, 26, 31] . Increasing the sample size, preserving the skin integrity, and designing an optimal patient-specific dosage plan are also some other important considerations.
Importantly, the current systematic review included only RAGT performed involving fixed-exoskeleton robots and compared such with conventional training alone. The only parameter that was chosen for meta-analysis was gait speed. Future systematic reviews should consider studies involving all types of robots for RAGT, and the comparison group should include a wide variety of options rather than just conventional training alone. Some authors have suggested that the advanced capabilities of newer robots like facilitating pelvic movements can overcome the disadvantages of older versions [17, 32] . Future systematic reviews should consider these aspects and try to conduct reviews involving sophisticated robotics technologies alone. The completion of meta-analyses involving other outcome measures such as function and quality of life is similarly encouraged so as to give a better justification for using robotics in stroke survivors.
Conclusion
The findings of the current systematic review emphasize the use of RAGT among stroke survivors, as RAGT has equal effects as conventional training in improving the functional capacity of stroke survivors. A meta-analysis of 9 studies revealed that there is no significant difference in the RAGT group versus the conventional training group regarding gait speed. However, a subanalysis of gait speed in chronic cases showed a trivial positive revelation on effect size.
